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????:Normal accidents living with high-risk technoloqies
How the obsession with quantifying human performance threatens business, medicine,
education, government--and the quality of our lives Today, organizations of all kinds are
ruled by the belief that the path to success is quantifying human performance,
publicizing the results, and dividing up the rewards based on the numbers. But in our
zeal to instill the evaluation process with scientific rigor, we've gone from measuring
performance to fixating on measuring itself--and this tyranny of metrics now threatens
the quality of our organizations and lives. In this brief, accessible, and powerful book,
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Jerry Muller uncovers the damage metrics are causing and shows how we can begin to
fix the problem. Filled with examples from business, medicine, education, government,
and other fields, the book explains why paying for measured performance doesn't work,
why surgical scorecards may increase deaths, and much more. But Muller also shows
that, when used as a complement to judgment based on personal experience, metrics
can be beneficial, and he includes an invaluable checklist of when and how to use
them. The result is an essential corrective to a harmful trend that increasingly affects us
all.
Today, organizations of all kinds are ruled by the belief that the path to success is
quantifying human performance, publicizing the results, and dividing up the rewards
based on the numbers. But in our zeal to instill the evaluation process with scientific
rigor, we've gone from measuring performance to fixating on measuring itself. The
result is a tyranny of metrics that threatens the quality of our lives and most important
institutions. In this timely and powerful book, Jerry Muller uncovers the damage our
obsession with metrics is causing--and shows how we can begin to fix the problem.
Filled with examples from education, medicine, business and finance, government, the
police and military, and philanthropy and foreign aid, this brief and accessible book
explains why the seemingly irresistible pressure to quantify performance distorts and
distracts, whether by encouraging "gaming the stats" or "teaching to the test." That's
because what can and does get measured is not always worth measuring, may not be
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what we really want to know, and may draw effort away from the things we care about.
Along the way, we learn why paying for measured performance doesn't work, why
surgical scorecards may increase deaths, and much more. But metrics can be good
when used as a complement to--rather than a replacement for--judgment based on
personal experience, and Muller also gives examples of when metrics have been
beneficial. Complete with a checklist of when and how to use metrics, The Tyranny of
Metrics is an essential corrective to a rarely questioned trend that increasingly affects
us all.
???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? Wolfson History Prize??????????Royal Academy of Arts?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????? ???????? ? ???
????Audrey????? ?????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????????????
??????history?herstory?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????19???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Human beings are competitive. We want to know who is the strongest, who is the richest, and
who is the cleverest of all. Some situations, like ranking people based on height, can be ranked
in objective ways. However, many "Top Ten" lists are based on subjective categorization and
give only the illusion of objectivity. In fact, we don't always want to be seen objectively since we
don't mind having a better image or rank than deserved. Ranking: The Unwritten Rules of the
Social Game We All Play applies scientific theories to everyday experience by raising and
answering questions like: Are college ranking lists objective? How do we rank and rate
countries based on their fragility, level of corruption, or even happiness? How do we find the
most relevant web pages? How are employees ranked? This book is for people who have a
neighbor with a fancier car; employees, who are being ranked by their supervisors; managers,
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who are involved in ranking but may have qualms about the process; businesspeople
interested in creating better visibility for their companies; scientists, writers, artists, and other
competitors who would like to see themselves at the top of a success list; or college students
who are just preparing to enter a new phase of social competition. Readers will engage in an
intellectual adventure to better understand the difficulties of navigating between objectivity and
subjectivity and to better identify and modify their place in real and virtual communities by
combining human and computational intelligence.
?????????????????? ??????????????????… ????????????????? ?????????? ??????????
???????????????????? ???????????×????? ??????? 20??????????????20?????????????????
?????????????????21??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????……???????????????18?19????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????10???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? 1.
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 3.
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? 4. ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????News9
8 ??????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ——????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????, ???????, ??????????, ????????????????????.
This work presents the adaptation of mentalization-based therapy for use in Eating Disorders
(MBT-ED). The book starts with a presentation of the theoretical concept of mentalization and
describes eating disorders from this perspective. This is followed by a discussion of the place
of MBT-ED in eating disorders practice. MBT is first presented as the original model for
borderline personality disorder, and then the model is further developed to address specific
symptoms found in eating disorders, such as body image disturbance, restriction and purging.
The original MBT model consists of outpatient treatment combined with individual and group
psychotherapy, and psychoeducation in groups. The book then looks at supervision and
training, and how an eating disorders team can develop a mentalizing focus. It goes on to
describe the training required for practitioners to deliver individual and group MBT-ED and to
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supervise therapy. Lastly, it examines the implementation of the approach in different clinical
settings, including inpatient services, and how management can be involved in negotiating
barriers and taking advantage of enablers in the system. The authors have conducted a pilot
randomized controlled trial and qualitative research in MBT-ED and have extensive experience
in providing and supervising this novel therapy. MBT-ED is one of the few therapies for eating
disorders that links theory of mind, and attachment and psychodynamic therapies and as such
will be of great theoretical interest to a wide variety of clinicians and researchers.
???????????? ?????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ??120???????
??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
Q?????????????????????????BMW???????????????????????????????????? A?BMW????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
???????????•??????Harry Markopolos???????•????Bernie Madoff????????????????????
???•?????Michael Gottlieb?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???•????Martin
Chalfie????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????
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???????????????????FBI?????????????FBI???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????CIA??????????????????????
?CIA???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????????????S&P500???????????????????????????????3M???????????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????????????? 1.
??????????????????????????????????????????? 2. ??????????????? 3. ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
21??????????
?????????????????????????????,????????????????????????????????;???????????????????
?,?????????????????????;????????????

????OKR,???????(OKR,Objectives and Key Results),??????????,??????????.OK
R?4????:????????,?????,??????,????,????,????.
Leaker critiques the role that the defence of free speech has played in
legitimising the scapegoating of oppressed minorities while deflecting attention
from the egregious operations of power that have led to ever greater inequality,
injustice and capitalist destruction.--Nick Riemer, Senior Lecturer in English,
University of Sydney
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????????????????????????????,??????????????,?????????????????????
What is the secret of continuous innovation of product monster companies
Amazon, Google, Netflix, Apple, and Tesla? Silicon Valley's strongest practical
product project master returns again. This time he turned the noble leadership
into an executive list in the practice process, so that seemingly ordinary talents
can also be promoted to a first-class innovative team. The scientific and
technological talents hired by the company cannot inject innovation into the
product? The team uses lean, Kanban development tools, or can't build a good
product?
??????????? ??????????? ??????????????? ??????????????????????
?Amazon?????TOP1???????????TOP5 ?Amazon?iTunes???????
?Slideshare???????? ?Inc.?????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????D
ropbox?Snapchat?Evernote?Instagram?Uber?Airbnb????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???????????4????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
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??????????????????????Who?Where??????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????? (?????) ???????????????????????????????????Miula ? Miula???? ?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????MOCOO LEE ? MOCOO LEE ??? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????(????)??????????????(????)???
???(Growth Hacker)???????????????????? ? ???????????(???????)
?????????????????????????????? ? ??????????? ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Freddy??
Freddy Business Note ???? ????????????????????????????????????(KD
Chang) ? echBridge ???????, Co-Founder ????
????????????????????????????????????????????Vista?? ?????????????? ????
??????????????????????????????—?????Andrew Chen???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????—???????Porter
Gale???????????? ?????????????? ?Your Network Is Your Net Worth???
??????????????????????????????????????????—???????????Alex
Korchinski??Scribd????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????—????????Timothy
Ferriss???????4????The 4-Hour Workweek??? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????—????????Sean Ellis??????????????????
Dropbox ? Eventbrite ?????Qualaroo ???
????????????????????????????????????—???????????Patrick
Vlaskovits??????????The Lean Entrepreneur?????
?????????????????????????—?????????Derek Halpern??SocialTriggers.com ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????—???????Aaron Ginn?? StumbleUpon ????
1869?????-???????????????????????????? "???? "??????????????????1969???
??????????2020?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????--?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????--???? ??? "????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
The authors offer a revolutionary solution to risk management. It’s the unknown
risks that keep leaders awake at night—wondering how to prepare for and steer
their organization clear from that which they cannot predict. Businesses,
governments and regulatory bodies dedicate endless amounts of time and
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resources to the task of risk management, but every leader knows that the
biggest threats will come from some new chain of events or unexpected
surprises—none of which will be predicted using conventional wisdom or current
risk management technologies and so management will be caught completely off
guard when the next crisis hits. By adopting a scientific approach to risk
management, we can escape the limited and historical view of experience and
statistical based risk management models to expose dynamic complexity risks
and prepare for new and never experienced events.
From Circulation Numbers to Web Analytics: Journalists and their Readers in the
United States and France -- Utopian Beginnings: A Tale of Two Websites -Entering the Chase for Clicks: Transatlantic Convergences -- The Multiple
Meanings of Clicks: Journalists and Algorithmic Publics -- The Fast and the Slow:
Producing Online News in Real Time -- Between Exposure and Unpaid Work:
Compensation and Freelance Careers in Online News -- Conclusion.
The Tyranny of MetricsPrinceton University Press
????????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????
???????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ?????T????Jacob T. Levy????????McGill
University??? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Jason
Brennan????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Google?????Google???????? ???????????????????? SPRINT????——5?5??????????
??????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ??????????AMAZON?????????????????? ?Inc.?????2016??????
AMAZON????????? ?Gmail?Google Search?Google
X?Chrome???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????23andMe???????Anne
Wojcicki??Twitter?Blogger?Medium???????Ev Williams????YouTube??????Chad
Hurley????????? ?Google???GV??????????????100???????????????????????????????Blue
Bottle Coffee??Nest?Flatiron Health? Medium?????????????????????????????????
?SPRINT????????Google???Google Ventures???GV?????????????????5?5???????????????
????????????????????????????? GV????????????????????? ???????????? ???????
??????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????SPRINT?????? ?????????Jake Knapp??Google??????
????????????????????????sprint??????????????????????????Google?????????????Google
Search?Gmail?Chrome?Google X??????? ????GV??????????????????Braden
Kowitz??????????John Zeratsky?????????????YouTube?Gmail??????????????GV??????????
???????????????Blue Bottle Coffee??Nest?Flatiron Health? Medium?? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????Fortune
100?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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"Gary Saul Morson, a literature scholar at Northwestern, and Morton Schapiro, an economist,
and president of Northwestern, are authors of our book Cents and Sensibilities, on what
economists, who tend to reduce reality to economic fundamentalist thinking, can do to correct
and enhance their accounts of social life. In their new book, Morton and Schapiro extend their
discussion to encompass not only the market fundamentalism of economics, but various other
forms of intellectual fundamentalism from politics through religion through literature. In each
case and overall, they emphasize the importance of cross-disciplinary dialogue in correcting
the errors of these diferent academics fundamentalisms, while helping to construct richer
accounts of culture and society"-??????????????? ???????????????????? ???????????????? ????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????Essentialism??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????I choose to??????I have
to???? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of The Hundred-Year Marathon: Chinas Secret Strategy to Replace
America as the Global Superpower by Michael Pillsbury. Pillsbury is the Director of the Center
on Chinese Strategy at the Hudson Institute, one of the most senior China experts in the US
government. He has served presidents from Richard Nixon to Barack Obama. In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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????????????????? ???????????????? —— ??? ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ????????????????21???21???????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????21?????? ??? ? ??????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????????? ? ??????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????? ?
???????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????????????
? ??????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????????????????? ……
?21???21????????????? ??????????????????????????
In his provocative new book, The Tyranny of the Ideal, Gerald Gaus lays out a vision for how
we should theorize about justice in a diverse society. Gaus shows how free and equal people,
faced with intractable struggles and irreconcilable conflicts, might share a common moral life
shaped by a just framework. He argues that if we are to take diversity seriously and if moral
inquiry is sincere about shaping the world, then the pursuit of idealized and perfect theories of
justice—essentially, the entire production of theories of justice that has dominated political
philosophy for the past forty years—needs to change. Drawing on recent work in social science
and philosophy, Gaus points to an important paradox: only those in a heterogeneous
society—with its various religious, moral, and political perspectives—have a reasonable hope of
understanding what an ideally just society would be like. However, due to its very nature, this
world could never be collectively devoted to any single ideal. Gaus defends the moral
constitution of this pluralistic, open society, where the very clash and disagreement of ideals
spurs all to better understand what their personal ideals of justice happen to be. Presenting an
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original framework for how we should think about morality, The Tyranny of the Ideal rigorously
analyzes a theory of ideal justice more suitable for contemporary times.

The complete guide on landing a job as an Associate Product Manager (APM). Two
former Google APMs share everything they wish they knew when they were applying
for product roles out of college. See a breakdown of what it's like to be a product
manager and what a day in the life looks like. Learn how to prepare for APM roles while
in college, from what classes to take to what extracurriculars to pursue. Finally, read
about how to master the APM interview, from high level strategies to sample interview
questions. In 2002, the product executive at Google and future Yahoo CEO Marissa
Mayer made a big bet. It was the kind of big bet that Google has become known for, but
this wasn’t a bet on self-driving cars or a game-changing app. In fact, the bet wasn’t
about a product at all - it was about product managers. Back in the early 2000’s
product managers were in short supply, or at least the kind that Google was looking for.
Google wanted product managers who were deeply technical; people who not only
knew how to write code, but who fundamentally understood technology. They also
wanted product managers who were hungry and could execute on the smallest details,
but who could also think strategically. They weren’t finding what they were looking for
in the existing pool of product managers. So Mayer pitched a radical idea: what if
Google hired entrepreneurial and talented computer science majors straight out of
college and taught them to be product leaders? Google would create a small, close-knit
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community which could learn the role together as they rotated through different teams
in the company. Those in the program would be transformed into the type of product
leaders Google wanted - people who could speak in both business and technical terms
and who could take products all the way from a high-level idea to a launch. The job
would be called Associate Product Manager, or ‘APM’ for short. Fast-forward fifteen
years and the Google APM program has become one of Mayer’s most indelible
contributions to the search giant. The first class of Google APMs was just 6 people, but
today there are over 40 APMs in each class. Google APMs have gone on to become
Google VPs, C-level execs of tech giants like Facebook and Asana, and founders of
numerous successful startups such as Optimizely. Mayer’s program was such a
success that it has been adopted by almost every other tech giant as well as many
successful startups. Today, companies like Facebook, Uber, Dropbox, Workday, and
LinkedIn all hire product managers out of college into “APM”-like programs. Although
there are some subtle differences between each program - Facebook RPMs (rotational
product managers) have 6-month rotations versus Google’s year-long rotations, and
Microsoft has hundreds of new grad product managers each year - they all have the
same foundational goal of finding and developing the product leaders of tomorrow.
Today, the product manager role has become one of the most coveted and prestigious
jobs for ambitious college students, but it is also one of the most competitive and
misunderstood. Perhaps you picked up this book because you heard about the product
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manager role, and want to understand more about what it is and whether it is right for
you. Or, perhaps you heard about how rigorous and intimidating the application and
interview processes can be, and you want to get a leg up. We faced those same
questions and felt the same way, and that’s why we decided to write this book. Before
we became Google APMs we were frantically googling: “Should I be a software
engineer or PM out of school?”, “What do companies look for in new grad PMs?”,
“How do I prepare for the interviews”, and “What does a PM do exactly?”. At the time,
we didn’t find great answers and still there aren’t many answers out there today. This
book gives you the answers we were looking for; we’ve synthesized everything we
learned through the job search, application, and interview process along with everything
we’ve learned on the job. We discuss what it means to be a product manager and why
you could be a good (or bad) fit for the role. We talk about what to do during college,
across classes, extracurriculars, and internships, to develop the skills that will help you
excel as a PM. Finally, we teach you how to land and then nail a product management
interview. For each topic we cover, we’ve also asked our peers - new grad PMs from
Google, Facebook, and more - to reveal their secrets as well.
?????????????????????? --????????/????????
?????????????????????????????????????
????????????????……??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????----??????????????? ??????????
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? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????1975???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???? | ?????????Richard
Hofstadter?1916?1970?
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????(The Age of Reform)??1
890?????????????????????????1956???????????????????????????1964??????
?????????????????????????????Social Darwinism in American
Thought?1944??????????????????????The American Political Tradition,
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1948???????????????????The Paranoid Style in American Politics,
1964?????????Michael Wallace??????????????????????American Violence: A
Documentary History, 1970?? ???? | ???
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???Angus Deaton??????????????? ????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ??????Bill Gates?? ???????????????????????????????? ? ? ?
????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????????
2015????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????1958?1961?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????1970???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????1980????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????1960????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
Inform your own analyses by seeing how one of the best data analysts in the world
approaches analytics problems Analytics Stories: How to Make Good Things Happen is
a thoughtful, incisive, and entertaining exploration of the application of analytics to realworld problems and situations. Covering fields as diverse as sports, finance, politics,
healthcare, and business, Analytics Stories bridges the gap between the oft inscrutable
world of data analytics and the concrete problems it solves. Distinguished professor
and author Wayne L. Winston answers questions like: Was Liverpool over Barcelona
the greatest upset in sports history? Was Derek Jeter a great infielder What's wrong
with the NFL QB rating? How did Madoff keep his fund going? Does a mutual fund’s
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past performance predict future performance? What caused the Crash of 2008? Can
we predict where crimes are likely to occur? Is the lot of the American worker
improving? How can analytics save the US Republic? The birth of evidence-based
medicine: How did James Lind know citrus fruits cured scurvy? How can I objectively
compare hospitals? How can we predict heart attacks in real time? How does a retail
store know if you're pregnant? How can I use A/B testing to improve sales from my
website? How can analytics help me write a hit song? Perfect for anyone with the word
“analyst” in their job title, Analytics Stories illuminates the process of applying analytic
principles to practical problems and highlights the potential pitfalls that await careless
analysts.
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